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NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, May 13, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- National Floors

Direct knows that with a surge in home

improvement projects underway and

being completed nationwide since the

start of the novel coronavirus

pandemic, many households, small

businesses, and corporate

headquarters are starting a new year with new flooring.

The National Floors Direct reviews regarding consumer needs indicate a desire to maintain the

shine and appearance of new flooring and carpeting for as long as possible and maximize the

investment in new flooring.

The reviews on National Floors Direct encompass an extensive range of carpeting types with a

wide array of piles and patterns. Choosing the right carpet type for your home or business is

crucial. Loop pile is an excellent investment for high traffic locations, while more plush options,

such as cut pile, are more often used in less active spaces of homes.

For carpeting, National Floors Direct reviews various carpeting options, including carpeting

options with built-in stain protection. For sites or homes where spills and mishaps are likely,

carpeting with this treatment resists stains and helps avoid permanent eyesores.

Per the National Floors Direct reviews, consumer maintenance is also crucial for preventing dirt.

The reviews suggest vacuuming once per week against dirt to keep it from becoming pressed

deep into carpet fibers. For heavily used floor spaces with a greater likelihood of tracking,

consider more frequent cleanings.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IzFXwr_lwI


When a spill does occur, whether on stain-resistant or untreated carpeting, deal with it

immediately for the best results. According to National Floors Direct reviews, this minimizes the

surface area of the spill and provides the best opportunity for complete cleaning on the carpet.

For homes and businesses with a deeper construction and a relatively set floor plan for furniture

and accessories, National Floors Direct reviews emphasized the importance of regular cleaning

of carpeting behind furniture. Slide the couch or table over routinely and vacuum around it and

over it to fluff out the fibers.

Establishing a regular cleaning schedule is also essential, according to National Floors Direct.

When possible, invest in professional carpet cleaning with specialized equipment approximately

every two years. This helps remove deep traces of dirt and restore carpet fibers to a seemingly

brand-new thickness.

For hard flooring, a regular cleaning schedule is recommended. Keeping the floors clean

removes debris capable of damaging the finish over time and helps maintain the new floor

finish. National Floors Direct reviews also advise removing spills immediately to avoid leakage

and using pads under heavy furniture to prevent tearing or grooving of floors.

Hardwood floors require refinishing every few years and should be cleaned using a wood floor

cleaner monthly to maximize their useful life and appearance in a home or business. A National

Floors Direct representative can always walk customers through care and maintenance basics

after professional installation.
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